discuss such paintings from the point of view of a pure aes- Brothers thetic. I hoped that Spencer would be given the chance, by compared some public body, of dealing thus largely with some other aspect of life. At least, no contemporary painter, dependent on his own creative energy alone, has produced finer work, I had written to Spencer in particular admiration of one of his landscape paintings. 'I did this landscape', he told me, 'when I was staying at Wangford last summer. I think if it is in any way successful it is largely due to the fact that I was happy when I did it. I had been, just before going to "Wang-ford, looking to the big Rubens in the National Gallery and thinking how blissfully happy it was and I came away feeling most inspired and was also delighted that I had actually been able to get real enjoyment from looking at a landscape. There was another landscape Gil1 had at Marchant's a short time ago called, I think, Shillingstom Hill, Dorset. In the qualities which you mention this landscape of Gilbert's is most expressive/ Certainly Stanley's landscapes have a rare beauty, all their own. He Is as excited painting a row of suburban villas with their pathetic little fenced-off gardens as when at work on thatched cottages, with their flowering country borders. Flowering shrubs he paints as no one else can, and both he and his brother Gilbert see in carts and horses, agricultural machines and implements the poetry and drama more readily found in village churches and tombstones. Stanley disliked hearing people attribute the whole of Ms idiom to his own invention; he insists on how much he owes to his brother, to his ebullient nature, his exciting initiative. Gilbert, in his way, is as much a character as Stanley, and an excellent artist too. He is more on the earth than his brother. I remember him saying how throughout the war Stanley seemed able to preserve his passion, to maintain his spiritual interests. He carried Homer's Iliad in his knapsack and wrote home about his reading, while he, Gilbert, wrote about woollies and food. Gilbert's mural paintings at Oxford, done for Balliol 1 His brother Gilbert.
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